Airzone celebrates great debut at
ISE2020 in Amsterdam
Amsterdam, the Netherlands — March 9, 2020
— On February 11 HVAC control solutions
company Airzone participated in the Integrated
Systems Europe exhibition held in RAI,
Amsterdam for the first time. Airzone
showcased their innovations, met with
integrators and created strategic ties for their
potential growth in the global integrated HVAC
market.
The latest innovations of Airzone didn’t fly
under the radar as the public response was
positive, giving the Spain-based company great
networking opportunities during the show.
One of the innovative products promoted during the exhibition was the HVAC control solution,
“Aidoo Inverter/VRF Wi-Fi Controller”.
Aidoo allows HVAC systems to
have IoT functions enabling Cloud
control, intelligent operation
programming, remote diagnostics
through two-way communication
thanks to certified communication
protocols among other benefits.
Aidoo not only solves the problem
of smart HVAC control in tertiary
buildings, but it also improves the
residential HVAC applications
considerably.
Following Aidoo´s official launch
at CEDIA2019 in Denver, Colorado, Airzone represented the product in front of a big audience
this time in Amsterdam.
“We were welcomed by the public from the very first day and connected with several industry
professionals. We are excited about the interest shown by integration pros for our HVAC control
solutions and the potential for the residential market they foresee” said Adrian Ramos, General
Manager for Airzone Europe.

With more than 20 years' experience and the trust of professionals in the HVAC sector alongside
the partnerships the company has with the main HVAC equipment manufacturers, Airzone
claims that the end-users can benefit from the following key features:
•
•
•

The communications protocols of Airzone products are certified and directly developed
with the HVAC/IT manufacturers.
Their expertise is far beyond just developing gateways, Airzone develops integrated
HVAC control solutions.
A to Z top service for specifications and tech support in HVAC applications.

Airzone booth 9-B120 located at the Smart Building Pavilion which displayed different HVAC
integration solutions was visited by numerous integration professionals during the show.
One of the assets of utmost importance offered by Airzone to the integration professionals is
the company´s role serving as a solid bridge between the IoT and HVAC worlds.
During the show the professionals also got to learn about the Airzone zoning solutions like
Easyzone. This solution grants a quick and easy per zone temperature control on ducted HVAC
systems.
“Right now, we are nurturing our latest contacts that will surely be strengthened in the next
episode of the exhibition moving to Spain with the ISE2021 Barcelona" assured Ramos.

About Airzone
For over 20 years, Airzone has been offering
innovative control solutions that enhance the
management and improve the energy efficiency
of various heating and cooling equipment, for
both commercial and residential applications.
Airzone control systems easily integrate with the
leading building management systems and
technologies such as Cloud control and voice
commands through virtual assistants.
Since its foundation, Airzone has opted for a
model based on technical research, industrial
development, and manufacturing with EU quality
standards.
A benchmark in the HVAC industry and with
presence in more than 20 countries, Airzone has
its own offices in Spain, Italy, France, and the US.
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